TAKE YOUR CREDIT UNION - PAPERLESS
Today’s credit unions have to be nimble in order to meet the needs of their members. In an industry filled with
consolidation, increased regulations and tech-savvy members, the need for credit unions to operate efficiently has
never been greater. Credit unions across the country are choked by paperwork and operating under strict
compliance laws.
For more on how GROOPER can help you or to schedule a free demonstration, contact BIS at

■ Do your members have to come to the branch and physically sign documents?
■ Do you email and scan paperwork back and forth?
■ Do your loan officers maintain paper files with manual processes?
■ Do you get returned documents missing required signatures?
The end of your paper-centric processes has arrived - thanks to BIS and GROOPER!
BIS has created a new, industry leading software specifically for the credit union industry that bridges the gap
between your core processing solution and archive by eliminating your paper processes. It doesn’t just meet the
needs, it far exceeds the demands of even the largest credit unions out there.
Powered by GROOPER, the industry's only unified software platform that transforms documents, and paired with
Barracuda’s popular SignNow solution, BIS has developed a unique, all-new credit union workflow and paperless
software package that tackles cumbersome processes and streamlines workflow for faster loan processing and
increased member satisfaction.
GROOPER uses SignNow to automate workflows and collect important signatures. It then uses its built-in
intelligence to index, classify and record documents regardless of size. It's a one-of-a-kind solution designed to
interact with different workflows within your credit union.
GROOPER delivers for your credit union!
■ Wipes Out Inefficiencies
■ Drastically Reduces or Eliminates Wasteful Printing
■ Is Nimble for Today’s Advanced Credit Unions
■ Easily Accessible
■ Virtually Eliminates Errors and Increases Accuracy
■ Keeps You Compliant
■ Improves Searches and Query Features
■ Allows You to Process More Loans Faster and More Efficiently
Through the strength of GROOPER, you can beat the competition and exceed your members’ expectations with a
new, flexible credit union software package that anticipates your needs and improves your operation.
When you’re there for your members and your community, it helps to partner with a technology company that
understands the trust people put in you.
For more on how GROOPER can help you or to schedule a free demonstration, contact BIS at
www.bisok.com or by calling 405-507-7000. BIS – We Make Business Better!

